
Five boys are trick-or-treating in their neighborhood. Find out which costume each one is wearing.

Bag: black, blue, green, red, white

Name: Alvin, Darrell, Justin, Lewis, Terry

Costume: cowboy, magician, pirate, vampire, wizard

Candy: bubble gum, jelly bean, lollipop, stick candy, taffy

Age: 6 years, 7 years, 8 years, 9 years, 10 years

Mother: Brenda, Eleanor, Katherine, Naomi, Whitney

The oldest boy is at the third position.

The Vampire is somewhere between the boy that has

the Black bag and the Wizard, in that order.

Naomi's son is exactly to the right of the 8-year-old boy.

At the �fth position is the boy who likes Jelly bean.

The Magician is next to the boy that likes Lollipop.

The boy who likes Jelly bean has the Blue bag.

In the middle is the boy that likes Lollipop.

Lewis is somewhere to the right of the boy that has the

Green bag.

The boy that likes Bubble gum is somewhere between

Justin and the Vampire, in that order.

The 9-year-old boy is Naomi's son.

The Pirate is next to the boy who likes Jelly bean.

Alvin is somewhere to the right of the boy who has the

White bag.

Eleanor's son is next to the youngest boy.

Terry is immediately before the Wizard.

The boy that has the Green bag is somewhere between

the 6-year-old boy and the Wizard, in that order.

Brenda's son is next to Whitney's son.

The boy that has the Green bag is somewhere to the left

of Alvin.

Alvin is next to the boy who likes Taffy.

Whitney's son is somewhere to the right of the boy that

has the White bag.
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Five boys are trick-or-treating in their neighborhood. Find out which costume each one is wearing.

Bag: black, blue, green, red, white

Name: Alvin, Darrell, Justin, Lewis, Terry

Costume: cowboy, magician, pirate, vampire, wizard

Candy: bubble gum, jelly bean, lollipop, stick candy, taffy

Age: 6 years, 7 years, 8 years, 9 years, 10 years

Mother: Brenda, Eleanor, Katherine, Naomi, Whitney

The oldest boy is at the third position.

The Vampire is somewhere between the boy that has

the Black bag and the Wizard, in that order.

Naomi's son is exactly to the right of the 8-year-old boy.

At the �fth position is the boy who likes Jelly bean.

The Magician is next to the boy that likes Lollipop.

The boy who likes Jelly bean has the Blue bag.

In the middle is the boy that likes Lollipop.

Lewis is somewhere to the right of the boy that has the

Green bag.

The boy that likes Bubble gum is somewhere between

Justin and the Vampire, in that order.

The 9-year-old boy is Naomi's son.

The Pirate is next to the boy who likes Jelly bean.

Alvin is somewhere to the right of the boy who has the

White bag.

Eleanor's son is next to the youngest boy.

Terry is immediately before the Wizard.

The boy that has the Green bag is somewhere between

the 6-year-old boy and the Wizard, in that order.

Brenda's son is next to Whitney's son.

The boy that has the Green bag is somewhere to the left

of Alvin.

Alvin is next to the boy who likes Taffy.

Whitney's son is somewhere to the right of the boy that

has the White bag.
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Bag black gr��n whi�� ��d bl��

Name Justin Dar���� Lewis Terry Alvin

Costume cowboy magician vampi�� pira�� wizard

Candy stick candy bubb�� gum lo��ipop ta��y je��y bean

Age 6 years 7 years 10 years 8 years 9 years

Mother Kat��ri�� E��anor B��nda Whit��y Naomi
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